Best Practices

FOR SERVICING AIR FILTERS

• No substitutions. Filters may look almost
identical, but even a small difference in size
can prevent a good seal or affect airflow.
Selecting a filter by fit alone may also give
you the wrong media.
• Don’t remove an air filter from its housing
simply to inspect it. Removing and replacing
the same filter can cause dirt from the gasket
sealing surface to drop on the clean filter side
when the gasket is released.
• Never hit a filter to try cleaning it. Rapping
hard enough to knock off dust damages the
filter and can place your engine at risk for
dust ingestion.
• Replace your filter vs. cleaning it. Each
cleaning attempt reduces the dirt-holding
capacity of a filter by 20-40%. The potential
savings from risky attempts at filter cleaning
won’t come close to offsetting potential
damage to engine components.
• Never leave an air cleaner open longer
than necessary. An open air cleaner with the
filter removed is a direct entry to the engine.
Contaminants smaller than the eye can see
can be damaging to an engine.
• Follow maintenance guides. Make sure
you follow Toro’s recommendations for
routine filter service. This will help keep your
equipment running like new.
• Maintain service records. Being able
to show your maintenance records for
potential warranty claims is essential. Toro
has developed an online tool, myTurf, to
help track and notify you of preventive
maintenance.

Air Filters

OUR PROMISE TO YOU
To best protect your investment and maintain
optimal performance of your turf equipment,
count on Toro genuine parts. When it comes
to reliability, Toro delivers replacement parts
designed to the exact engineering specifications
of our equipment. For peace of mind, insist on
Toro genuine parts.
TORO PROVIDES:
• Industry Leading Fill Rates – Your local
distributor, supported by Toro’s parts network,
offers the parts you need when you need them.
• Part Availability – Most local distributors
deliver parts within 24 hours. Toro backs this
promise with 48-hour delivery support.
• Competitive Pricing – Toro is comparable to
will-fit providers.  
• Quality – Genuine Toro service parts are the
same parts used on the original equipment,
ensuring maximum performance with less
downtime.
• Unparalleled Customer Service – Count on
dedicated support for your Toro parts needs.
• Peace of Mind – With genuine Toro parts, you
get the right part with the correct specifications.
There’s no need to wonder if the part will work.
INSIST ON THE BEST.
INSIST ON GENUINE TORO FILTERS.

.

For more information, contact your local Toro
distributor at 800-803-8676.
Earn points for your qualifying
parts purchases good toward
Toro merchandise or parts
credit. Sign up today at
www.toro.com/tlc.
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Air Filters

CLEAN AIR WHEN YOUR ENGINE NEEDS IT MOST
Clean air is essential
to keep your engine
running smoothly
and efficiently.

Proprietary filter media formulation –
tested in the lab and proven in the field.
RadialSeal™ filter slips easily on and off
the outlet tube during installation and
service. This design eliminates the
separate gaskets used with metal
endcap filters.

In fact, inadequate air filtration can cause
more harm to your engine than poor
lubricant filtration. Ineffective filtration can
cause serious wear to the engine and its
components — leading to low engine power,
excessive fuel consumption and ultimately,
expensive repairs. Toro air filtration systems
can reduce downtime and maintenance
costs, and increase the life and performance
of your engine.
GENUINE TORO QUALITY
Genuine Toro air filters give you consistent
performance over the life of your engine. Toro air
filters are a competitively priced solution for your
scheduled maintenance program, helping ensure
full engine performance and protection until your
engine’s next scheduled service.

Heavy-duty liners –
Corrosion resistant,
coated steel liners
supports the filter
media during
operation and
maximizes airflow.
Beading is
applied to both
inner and outer
liners to stabilize
the media and
prevent pleat
tip wear.

WHAT MAKES TORO FILTERS SUPERIOR?
Each filter is designed to meet specific
applications. Many will-fit manufacturers have
filters that will work, but the construction of
the filter doesn’t take into consideration actual
operating conditions. Toro designs all genuine
Toro filters, so you can be confident that they’re
manufactured to meet or exceed engine and
application requirements.
THE DIFFERENCE IS CLEAR
Tests show that will-fit filters can allow up to 10
times more dirt to pass through the filter into the
engine than Toro air filters. This illustration shows
the amount of Arizona fine test dust that passed
through the air filter media for every 1 kilogram
of dust fed to the air filter during testing (the
equivalent of 100 hours* of equipment operation).

Axial filter seals
– strong, pliable
gasket ensures a
leak-free seal when
properly installed.
The gasket won’t
harden or deteriorate
over the useful life
of the filter.

Filter end caps are
designed to protect the
filter media and provide
structural integrity.

Pleatloc™ media spacing keeps
filter media from bunching during
operation and promotes longer
filter service life.

WILL-FIT AIR FILTERS
99% Filtration
Efficiency 10

TORO AIR FILTERS
99.9% Filtration
Efficiency 1

*Estimate based on typical medium dust operating conditions
with 92% pre-cleaner efficiency. Actual results may vary.

